
 
 

 

 

 
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO PREVENT 
 
 

 
 
 

To prevent cervical cancer, a very important thing is to protect oneself from 
the Human Papilloma Virus. Vaccinate adolescent girls against it. 

Human papillomaviruses (HPVs): HPV infection is the main risk factor for 
cervical cancer. HPV is a group of viruses that can infect the cervix. HPV 
infections are very common. These viruses can be passed from person to person 
through sexual contact. Most adults have been infected with HPV at some time in 
their lives.  

If a woman has an HPV infection, her doctor can discuss ways to avoid infecting 
other people. The Pap test can detect cell changes in the cervix caused by HPV. 
Treatment of these cell changes can prevent cervical cancer. There are several 
treatment methods, including freezing or burning the infected tissue. Sometimes 
medicine also helps.  

 

 

 

Do not forget to undergo regular Pap tests: 
Cervical cancer is more common among women 
who do not have regular Pap tests. The Pap test 
helps doctors find precancerous cells and treat 
them to prevent cancer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
As part of your annual visit, preventive examinations for screening for breast 
cancer are reimbursed 100%. It is the Institution's doctor who will decide the 
allocation of the forms for full reimbursement by the Medical Service. 
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Stay in good health – ask us for advice

You can find all the information you need about 
the Medical Service and Psychosocial Interventions - Brussels at 

IntraComm>Pers_Admin>Well-being>Health 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Risk Factors 
 
Risk factors may act together to increase the risk even more:  
 

• If your immune system is weakened, doctors suggest 
regular screening for cervical cancer: Women with HIV (the 
virus that causes AIDS) infection or who take drugs that 
suppress the immune system has a higher-than-average risk 
of developing cervical cancer. 

• Sexual history: Women who have had many sexual 
partners have a higher-than-average risk of developing 
cervical cancer. Undergo your screening regularly. 

• Smoking cigarettes: Women with an HPV infection who 
smoke cigarettes have a higher risk of cervical cancer than 
women with HPV infection who do not smoke. Quit smoking 
with the help of ADMIN TABACSTOP. 

• Birth control pills: Using birth control pills for a long time 
(5 or more years) may increase the risk of cervical cancer 
among women with HPV infection.  

• Having many children: Studies suggest that giving birth to 
many children may increase the risk of cervical cancer 
among women with HPV infection. 

Source: National Cancer Institute   www.cancer.gov/cancertopics 
 
 

Three steps to better health: 
 

The most important you can do to avoid getting ill is to maintain a healthy lifestyle. 
 

1. Stop smoking. If you fail to stop, try to cut down.  
2. Do physical activity! Remember running for the bus, taking the stairs, dancing in your living room, 

walking the dog, wrestling with the kids – all count as exercise! 
3. Make sure you keep a healthy diet. Have a look at our website to see how. 
 

The Medical Service in Brussels can assist you in staying in good health. Start by having your yearly 
medical check-up. The doctor will evaluate your health and give you advice.  
 

Our service also offers a stop-smoking program: contact by mail ADMIN TABACSTOP. 
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